Battery Operated Sealant Gun Applicators
Adhesives

Glues

Pastes

Silicones RTVs

Sealants Grease Epoxies Compounds
The AD600 series cartridge guns offer a cordless
method of applying deposits of sealants, silicones,
compounds, grease and more. Eliminating the need
for airline hoses, making it easier to get sealants onto products direct from Semco and Techcon single
part cartridges, Semkits and Techkits.
Available in cartridge sizes 2.5oz, 6oz, 8oz, 12oz
and 310ml. Also version for 600ml sausage packs.
Features unique rod less design making the gun
compact and easy to use. One handed adjustment
to rod speed for setting the best flow rate. Reverse
function at the end of each dispense cycle to reduce
ooze and drips. Battery indicator showing amount of
power left. Rapid charge of 80% full in around 25
minutes. Ability to achieve 50-100 cartridges before
battery requires recharging. Spare batteries available to order with the gun.

Technical
Timer: n/a
Power: 2.5kN (250kg)
Speed: Up to 10mm/second
Sizes: 2.5oz, 6oz, 8oz, 12oz, 310ml, 600ml
Weight: 1.3 kg
Charger Input Voltage: 110/ 220 V AC
Charger Time: 20/25 minutes (80%)
Warranty: 1 Year
Meets or Exceeds: CE Certified
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Supplied complete in a convenient carry case with a
battery charger, metal retainer body, spare cartridge,
plunger, nozzle. It is CE certified. Dual 110/220V
power charger.
Covered by a 1 year warranty. This clever designed
cordless dispenser is simple to use and operate and
we offer full technical support for setting up.
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Cordless Dispensers
Benefits
Reduces hand fatigue - battery powered
No airline hose required
Reverse rod function eliminates oozing
Rod less design makes gun more compact
Dual voltage power charger
One handed adjustment to flow control
Applies even thick pastes
Robust build and design with 1 year cover
Supplied with dispensing components kit

Every gun is supplied with a starter kit. This includes a hard
plastic carry case, universal power charger, battery, threaded
metal retainer sleeve, HDPE cartridge, wiper plunger, nozzle,
tip cap seal and user guide.
Models:
AD600-25 2.5oz Battery Sealant Gun
AD600-60 6oz Battery Sealant Gun
AD600-80 8oz Battery Sealant Gun
AD600-120 12oz Battery Sealant Gun
AD600
310ml/600ml Battery Caulk Gun
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